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Abstract. Empirical grammatical inference systems are practical sys-
tems that learn structure from sequences, in contrast to theoretical gram-
matical inference systems, which prove learnability of certain classes of
grammars. All current empirical grammatical inference evaluation meth-
ods are problematic, i.e. dependency on language experts, appropriate-
ness and quality of an underlying grammar of the data, and influence of
the parameters of the evaluation metrics. Here, we propose a modifica-
tion of an evaluation method to reduce the ambiguity of results.

1 Introduction

Grammatical inference (GI) can be described as the inference or induction of
structure from sequences of symbols. We distinguish three sub-fields in the field
of grammatical inference: formal GI, empirical GI, and applied GI [1].

Formal GI investigates which classes of grammars can be learned within cer-
tain bounds of algorithmic complexity and gives mathematical proofs for this.
Empirical GI develops practical systems learning grammars. Often, the under-
lying (class of the) grammar is unknown. Applied GI is a collection of research
that explores or employs GI as a step towards another research goal.

Here, we will review the evaluation methods that are available for measuring
the performance of empirical GI systems. The sub-field of empirical GI does not
allow formal proofs and allows for generic evaluation techniques.

2 Current Evaluation Approaches

Evaluation of GI systems is carried out by applying the system to unstructured
data, and evaluating its output. The different methods can be divided into four
groups: looks-good-to-me approaches analyze the output of GI systems manu-
ally. Rebuilding a-priori known grammars use, often small, “toy” grammars to
generate sequences, which are used as input for the GI system. The output of
the system is then compared against the original grammar. The language mem-
bership method measures the ability to classify sequences based on language
membership. This measures language equivalence (weak equivalence). The per-
formance in this method is expressed by two metrics: precision, which showsthe
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effectiveness to decide whether a sequence is in the language or not and re-
call, which measures coverage. Finally, comparison against a treebank uses a
treebank, a collection of sequences with their derivation, as a “gold standard”.
The plain sequences (generated by removing the structure from the treebank se-
quences) are used as input and the output of the GI system is compared against
the original structure. [2, 3]

3 Problems with Current Approaches

All evaluation methods have their problems. The looks-good-to-me approach is
highly subjective. Evaluation performed by the GI system designer is biased and
even for external experts it is hard to maintain consistency between systems.

Rebuilding known grammars resolves the dependency on experts and biased
results, but only small grammars can be tested and scalability is not taken into
account. Also, the grammars can be tuned to generate positive results.

The language membership methods depend heavily on several design choices.
There are different ways to select negative sequences, which has an impact on
the results. Similarly, the recall metric requires a sequence generation method,
which may also have a large influence.

The compare against treebank approach is unbiased with respect to the eval-
uator and is scalable. However, it still has settings that have a significant impact.
This will be discussed in the next section.

The compare against treebank and language membership methods have most
potential. However, the problems of the language membership approach require
more research, so we will concentrate on the compare against treebank approach.

4 Evaluating Compare against Treebank

The compare against treebank method uses precision (correctness) and recall
(completeness) on tree structures (PARSEVAL [4]) as metrics.

The learned structure is compared against the gold standard, which may con-
tain “trivial” structure. Examples are structures spanning the entire sequence
or only a single word. This structure has a impact on the evaluation.

We applied the Alignment-Based Learning system [2] to the ATIS treebank,
taken from the Penn Treebank [5] and varied the amount of trivial structure
to get an indication of its impact on the evaluation scores. The first column in
Table 1 shows the scores on all structure. Columns that are marked with −e
discard empty brackets, −s discards brackets spanning the full sentence, and
−w discards spans containing a single word only.

Both the micro-average, where counts of correct brackets over the entire tree-
bank are collated, and the macro-average scores are calculated. Micro-averaging
is better in showing actual performance by taking bracket distribution per sen-
tence into account.

The difference between macro- and micro-averaging is substantial and there
are major differences with varying amounts of trivial structure. We propose to
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Table 1. Results of Alignment-Based Learning using different evaluation parameters

-e -s -w -e-s -e-w -s-w -e-s-w
Macro Recall 56.18 56.18 55.73 49.19 55.73 49.19 46.79 46.79
Macro Precision 51.13 80.57 51.07 26.26 81.75 58.24 25.40 58.57
Macro F-Score 53.53 66.20 53.30 34.24 66.28 53.33 32.92 52.02
Micro Recall 49.31 49.31 49.00 40.67 49.00 40.67 39.69 39.69
Micro Precision 51.00 79.67 51.15 25.27 80.61 56.13 25.05 57.22
Micro F-Score 50.14 60.91 50.05 31.17 60.95 47.17 30.72 46.87

use the micro-averaged PARSEVAL metrics without trivial structure. This is
the most strict evaluation, which, in this case, results in an F-score of 46.87.

5 Conclusion

We reviewed empirical GI evaluation approaches, which all have problems. The
compare against treebank approach is most promising, but it is essential to de-
fine the exact settings of the evaluation as they have a major impact in the actual
results. We propose to remove all trivial structure and use micro-averaged PAR-
SEVAL metrics. Most published results are difficult to compare and interpret,
because the exact evaluation settings are unknown.
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